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1.A technician manually configured the wireless connection on the Chief Information Officer’s (ClO’s) new
laptop so it can communicate with the network at the office The CIO now is having trouble connecting to a
guest WiFi hotspot While the device has a gateway address and says it is connected, the CIO cannot
access company email.
Which of the following would BEST resolve the issue?
A. Move the ClO’s laptop closer to the access point to obtain a better RF signal
B. Restart the wireless connection to obtain a self-assigned APIPA address
C. Assign a different IP address to the device in conflict with the ClO’s laptop
D. Set the network connection to use DHCP instead of a static address
E. Change the network’s SSID to a mobile hotspot to access company email
Answer: D
2.A user is experiencing email problems and explains to a technician that all emails with graphics or
images do not display the graphics.
Which of the following configurations would correct this behavior?
A. Change the email settings in antivirus.
B. Change the security settings of the email client.
C. Change the firewall security settings.
D. Change the email proxy settings.
E. Change the trusted sites in the browser settings.
Answer: B
3.Which of the following devices can be used to connect multiple devices within broadcasting to every
network port?
A. Unmanaged switch
B. Hub
C. Firewall
D. Cable modern
Answer: A
4.Which of the following is the MOST likely cause for a network PC to have an APIPA address?
A. DHCP failure
B. DNS resolution
C. Duplicate IP address
D. Cleared ARP cache
Answer: A
5.A technician would like to install an internal storage drive for a computer.
Which of the following cable connectors would MOST likely be used to transfer data? (Select TWO).
A. USB-C
B. IDE
C. SATA
D. USB-A
E. Motex
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F. Lightning
Answer: B,C
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